This paper proposes new methods for fuzzy reliability estimation where lifetime random variables have a distribution function with fuzzy parameter. First, a fuzzy estimation is constructed for the parameter. Then, using such a fuzzy estimation, a fuzzy reliability estimation is constructed. In first method, we used Buckley method with precise observation. In secound one we uesd fuzzy point estimation with fuzzy observation. In third method, using a fuzzy estimation of mean time to failure (MTTF), we constructed a fuzzy confidence bound and a fuzzy confidence band for reliability function for a given 0 t and for a given 0 α respectively. This method has been used in lifetime distributions as fuzzy normal distribution, fuzzy exponential distribution and fuzzy Weibull distribution.
time dependent fuzzy set and the concept of alpha-cut. Hsien-Chung Wu (2004) estimated fuzzy reliability using Bayesian approach. He also provides the computational procedures to evaluate the membership degree of any given Bayes point estimate of reliability. Yao et al. (2008) applied a statistical methodology in fuzzy system reliability analysis and got a fuzzy estimation of reliability. Rafael Gouriveau et al. (2008) presented a fuzzy approach of online reliability modeling and estimation. Zuhair (2009) provides estimation of reliability of a component subjected to life testing and the procedure includes essentially polling of two samples of failure data, where the component follows exponential failure model. Baloui Jamkhaneh (2011) evaluated reliability function using fuzzy exponential lifetime distribution. In this paper we propose a procedure to estimation the fuzzy reliability function, when the parameters are fuzzy. For this propose, we are presented the definitions of distribution function, and the probability density function with fuzzy parameter and its fuzzy reliability function. The distribution function with fuzzy parameter of a random variable is defined as follows: The probability density function with fuzzy parameter is defined as follows:
Let the lifetime random variable(RV) is a fuzzy random variable with probability density function ( , ) f x θ  , then fuzzy reliability function is defined as follow:
In this case, for any fixed α and arbitrary t fuzzy reliability curve is like a decreasing band. Let θ  is a triangular fuzzy number 1 2 3 ( , , ) θ θ θ , and then any given 0 t ; fuzzy reliability is a fuzzy number
and membership function of 0 ( ) S t  is as follow:
0 ,
S t θ  will be an unknown parameter if θ  is unknown. We can estimate ( , ) S t θ  by using estimation ofθ  .
Estimate of the fuzzy reliability function with precise observations
, ,..., n X X X be a random sample from a lifetime distribution with probability density function ( , ) f x θ  . Assume that θ is an unknown parameter and it must be estimated. Based on these observations and using estimator of 
is a random sample from lifetime variable. Then (1 )100% γ − confidence interval for µ is as follows:
so, γ −cuts set of fuzzy estimator μ is as follow:
consequently, γ −cuts set of fuzzy reliability estimator is as follow:
Estimate of the fuzzy reliability function with fuzzy observations
, ,..., n X X X be a random sample with fuzzy observation 1 2 , ,..., n x x x    from a lifetime distribution with probability density function ( , ) f x θ  . Assume that θ is an unknown parameter and it must be estimated. Based on these fuzzy observations and using estimator
 , one can obtain fuzzy estimation of θ  with using the usual statistical methods. γ − cut set of fuzzy estimation of θ  is as
. We estimate fuzzy reliability function with replacing the fuzzy estimation of 
in this case, γ −cuts set of fuzzy reliability estimator is as follow:
( , , ) , 1, 2,...,
is a random sample from lifetime RV of Example2.2. Since maximum likelihood estimation of µ is X in normal distribution. Then maximum likelihood estimation of µ  is defined X  in fuzzy normal distribution. Its γ −cuts set of fuzzy estimator μ is as follow:
Estimate of the fuzzy reliability function using fuzzy bound of MTTF (known variance)
are lifetime RV related to sub-system of , 1, 2,...,
First select random samples with size i n from any sub-system i P . We shows observation as , 1,...
( , , ) ij ij ij ij r r r r =  . Fuzzy point estimation of MTTF and its membership function is:
r r r r r r r n n n µ  are fuzzy number withα − cut as follow: 
µ  is as follow: µ α as follow: 
,
In this method, for a given 0 t , S t µ α α with probability (1 ) γ − . Also for a given 0 α , fuzzy estimate of 
in this case, fuzzy reliability estimate is as follow:
In fuzzy exponential distribution, α − cut of fuzzy reliability function is as follow: ] . In this case, fuzzy reliability estimate is as follow: 
so fuzzy reliability function and MTTF is as 
.
Estimate of the fuzzy reliability function using fuzzy bound of MTTF (unknown variance)
Let population variance is unknown, so we estimate population variance by
defined on the space of fuzzy numbers: =  be triangular fuzzy numbers then it is easy to prove that µ  is as follow: µ  can be showed as In this case, fuzzy reliability estimate is as follow: Consequently, fuzzy reliability estimate is as follow: 
